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34m statue of Shiva at Grand Bassin, Mauritius

Dear Friends,
Here is our 2015 news.
Don, aged 68, in his 37th year of
quadriplegia, remains active. He is
still annoyed by low blood pressure
which he controls with medication
and strong black coffee. Richard, his
carer for nearly twenty six years, turns
up reliably at 5:00 am daily.
The government has provided free
evening care, which reduces Lily’s
workload. In his eighth year of
retirement Don has a stress free,
relaxing lifestyle. Lily’s cooking is
topnotch, nutritious and varied,
accompanied by glasses of Don’s
choice of red wines. He engages in
long wheelchair outings, daily coffees
nearby, frequent engagement with
social media via a tablet, reading,
movies and he looks forward to his
regular meals with friends.

The year’s highlight was
completing a three week
overseas trip to Bali while
Lily visited Europe.
It’s his sixth time there
and a bit like going to a
summer cottage, cheap,
warm, friendly and familiar,
but not very exciting or
adventuresome.
Bali

The airfare there is low and
the flight short, only three
hours by Virgin Airlines. It
was a successful journey
for him with two weeks in
the wheelchair accessible,
familiar and comfortable
Samsara Hotel ($36 a
night) at Kuta Beach.

A week was spent
circumnavigating the entire
island with stopovers for a
day or two at Candidasa,
Buleleng, Lovina,
Medewi and Echo Beach.
Candidasa has a beautiful
beach, with the lovely reef,
and excellent snorkelling
and diving.
The Agung Bungalows
there charged $20 a night
overlooking the ocean.
Bali

Medewi is noted for world
class surfing and a $10
hotel room.

This year Don again drove
his old station wagon,
to take advantage of
the low priced holiday
accommodation for two
weeks in the WA holiday
towns of Geraldton and
Bunbury.
From Bunbury he travelled
around the S.W. staying in
Augusta and Pemberton
admiring the magnificent
old Karri forest.

Pemberton, Western Australia

Don was accompanied on all
trips by James Wright, who
does an excellent job as his
carer. In Bali, Sudi Rawan,
whom Don had hired on two
previous trips as a driver,
drove slowly and safely, as
well as assisting with the
wheelchair and transfers.

Bali

Lily’s News

Lily continues to work in an architecture practice nearby. She enjoys the work and the
team, though there is a downturn in the economy which the firm is currently weathering.
She continues to catch up with friends and read voraciously. We purchased a new TV this
year, but our attention span for Netflix waned fairly quickly.
She travelled with her friend Terri to Mauritius for 10 days in September, staying in the
North at Pereybere opposite the beach for a week and the remainder of the time in the
very quiet Flic en Flac, popular with the European holiday set. Lily drove a rented Myvi
(new to us) around the coastal fringe and then through the mountainous centre, to tea and
sugar plantations, rum factories and beaches that looked as if they were from “Gilligan’s
Island.”

Ile aux Cerfs, Mauritius

The multicultural history of
Mauritius was celebrated while we
were there with the Tercentenary
of the end French rule. The French
period was markedly shorter than
the British Rule which followed in
the post Napoleonic carve up of
the colonies. It certainly showed
to us that the French were more
intensive colonisers than the
British. We guess that greatest
population growth came with
indentured labour for the tea and
sugar industries, largely begun
under French rule.
From Mauritius, Terri returned to
Perth, while Lily continued alone to
Amsterdam and then to Ruhr Valley
in Germany to have a look at the
post-industrial landscapes of the
area.
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At the confluence of the Rhine
and Ruhr rivers sits Duisburg.
This affluent city is on the
European Route of Industrial
Heritage and is the launching
point to a networks of postindustrial and cultural sites and
parks that stretch from Duisburg
to Bergkamen which lies 100 km
to the east.
The city boasted its wealth with
a Nikki St Phalle sculpture, an
amazing opera house and the
William Lehmbruck Gallery,
complete with all the big names
in sculpture represented there.
The Modernist gallery was
designed by Lehmbruck’s son.

Duisburg Town Centre

Landschaftpark, Duisburg

Lily was tantalised
by a visit to the
Landschaftpark,
a decaying
steelworks that now
is an event space
and landscaped
recreational area.
From Duisburg she
travelled to Bruges in
Belgium via Cologne,
for a further dose of
history and heritage.
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A week in England followed and Lily
stayed with friends Andria and Jonathan
in Buckinghamshire.
She saw the excellent Ai Weiwei
exhibition and finally crossed off the
Chelsea Physic Garden of her list of
must-see gardens.
Before resuming work, Lily spent 4 days
in Istanbul where she tackled Turkish
cuisine, from the kitchen as well as
from restaurants. Along with a Sinaninspired architectural tour, (the 16th
Century Ottoman Architect), the visit
was challenging as she confronted the
plight of the Syrian refugees in Turkey.
It was particularly heart wrenching
to see so many children who were
sleeping on the streets.
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Mike and my knitting

Elizabeth and Judith

Michael Hand still visits for short periods and looked after our home during our absence. He
rents the Liebeck cottage at Preston Beach, south of Perth. He still likes painting watercolour,
has a daily walk and observes the life of his neighbours.
We hosted two lovely ladies from Zambia, Judith and Elizabeth, whom Don had met in when
he visited in 2012. Don did his usual thing and took them to Rottnest.

Liebeck’s home paddock from the air.

The Liebecks, Lily’s sister and brother-in-law, are in the midst of an average harvest, dampened
by low prices. Much of the East Coast of Australia is gripped in a drought and bushfires are
raging across the country.
Their son Curtis has a job with a agricultural research company, lives in Katanning and we see
little of him. He works hard and travels throughout the state.
Britt is still at university and we see her for a home cooked meal or some help with a tricky
assessment. She has taken a course overload this year and will pick up an internship next year
with a national Australian Football club.

We love hearing from our friends through letters, emails and calls. We are delighted when our
friends come to visit, even though Perth is ranking as one of the most expensive cities on Earth.
The sun does shine a lot here, so that makes up for the rip-offs in the shops.
The warmest of season’s greetings to you.
Don and Lily
17 Irvine Street
Peppermint Grove WA 6011
AUSTRALIA
Don is a social media addict.
Find him on Facebook, Twitter,
Google+, Instagram, LinkedIn,
Pinterest, Flickr and a variety of
other sites.
Lily is less visible out there
and she would like to suggest
that you don’t waste any time
waiting for her to post anything
of any importance.
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